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ABSTRACT

The rise of interactive intelligent systems has surfaced the
need to make system reasoning and decision-making understandable to users through means such as explanation facilities.
Apart from bringing significant technical challenges, the call
to make such systems explainable, transparent and controllable may conflict with stakeholders’ interests. For example,
intelligent algorithms are often an inherent part of business
models so that companies might be reluctant to disclose details on their inner workings. In this paper, we argue that as a
consequence, this conflict might result in means for explanation, transparency and control that do not necessarily benefit
users. Indeed, we even see a risk that the actual virtues of such
means might be turned into dark patterns: user interfaces that
purposefully deceive users for the benefit of other parties. We
present and discuss such possible dark patterns of explainability, transparency and control as a thought-provoking addition
to the greater discussion in this field.
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H.5.m. Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g. HCI):
Miscellaneous
Author Keywords

Explainability; Explanations; Transparency; Dark Patterns;
Interpretability; Intelligibility; User Control;Intelligent
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INTRODUCTION

Intelligent systems that are empowered by advanced machine
learning models have successfully been applied in closed contexts to well-structured tasks (e.g., object recognition, translations, board games) and often outperform humans in those.
These advancements fostered the introduction of intelligent
systems into more sensitive contexts of human life, like courts,
personal finance or recruiting, with the promise to augment
human decision-making in those.
However, the effectiveness of intelligent systems in sensitive
contexts cannot always be measured in objective terms. Often
they need to take soft factors, like safety, ethics and nondiscrimination, into account. Their acceptance will greatly
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depend on their ability to make decisions and actions interpretable to its users and those affected by them. Introducing
interpretability through explanation facilities [15] is widely
discussed as an effective measure to support users in understanding intelligent systems [9, 24]. Yet, these measures are
located at the intersection of potentially conflicting interests
between decision-subjects, users, developers and company
stakeholders [36].
First, companies may not see the benefit to invest in potentially
costly processes to include explanations and control options
for users unless they improve their expected revenues in some
way. Second, creating suitable explanations of algorithmic
reasoning presents a major technical challenges in itself that
often requires abstraction from the algorithmic complexity [28,
29]. Furthermore, those systems are often integrated with
critical business processes. Companies might be reluctant to
disclose explanations that honestly describe their reasoning
to the public as it might have an impact on their reputation or
competitive advantage. Forcing companies to do so by law,
like the right to explanation as part of the European Union
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [32], will most
likely not result in meaningful explanations for users.
Therefore, we see a danger that means for algorithmic explanation, transparency and control might not always be designed
by practitioners to benefit users. We even see a risk that users
might consciously be deceived for the benefit of other parties.
Such carefully crafted deceptive design solutions have gained
notoriety in the UI design community as dark patterns [3].
In this paper, we extend the notion of prominent dark UX patterns [13] to algorithmic explanation, transparency and control.
We discuss situations of opposing interests between the creator and receiver of algorithmic explanation, transparency and
control means that could be potentially argued as questionable
or unethical and contribute to the discussion about the role of
design practitioners in this process.
BACKGROUND
Explanations in Intelligent Systems

Haynes et al. define intelligent systems as “software programs
designed to act autonomously and adaptively to achieve goals
defined by their human developer or user” [15]. Intelligent
systems typically utilize a large knowledge data base and
decision-making algorithms. Following Singh [31], a system
is intelligent if users need to “attribute cognitive concepts
such as intentions and beliefs to it in order to characterize,
understand, analyze, or predict its behavior”.

Many of the intelligent systems developed today are based
on increasingly complex and non-transparent machine learning models, which are difficult to understand for humans.
However, sensitive contexts with potentially significant consequences often require some kind of human oversight and
intervention. Yet, even intelligent systems in everyday contexts often confuse users [11]. For example, social network
users are not aware that the news feed is algorithmically curated [6]. These insights result in ongoing research activities
to improve the interpretability of those systems. Interpretability is the degree to which a human can understand the cause
of a decision [26]. Interpretability can be achieved either by
transparency of the model’s inner workings and data, or posthoc explanations that convey information about a (potentially)
approximated cause – just like a human would explain [24].
Different stakeholders (e.g., creator, owner, operator, decisionsubjects and examiner) of an intelligent system may require
different means of interpretability [35]. Creators may demand
transparency about the system’s algorithms, while operators
might be more interested how well the system’s conceptual
model fits their mental model (global explanation). Decisionsubjects, on the other hand, may be more interested in the
factors influencing their individual decision (local explanation). This paper focuses on the interplay between owners of
intelligent systems and decision-subjects using it.
Explanation facilities [15] are an important feature of usable
intelligent systems. They may produce explanations in forms
of textual representations, visualizations or references to similar cases [24]. The explanations provided may enable users to
better understand why the system showed a certain behaviour
and allow them to refine their mental models of the system.
Following Tomsett [35] we define explainability as the level
to which a system can provide clarification for the cause of its
decision to its users.
Previous research work suggests that explanation facilities
increase users’ trust towards a system [23, 28] and user understanding [10, 18, 20]. However, how to present effective
and usable explanations in intelligent systems is still a challenge that lacks best practices [22]. Due to the complexity of
intelligent systems, explanations can easily overwhelm users
or clutter the interface [18]. Studies by Bunt et al. [7] indicate that the costs of reading explanations may outweigh the
perceived benefits of users. Moreover, some researchers warn
that it may also be possible to gain users’ trust with the provision of meaningless or misleading explanations [36]. This
might leave users prone to manipulation and give rise to the
emergence of dark patterns.

that is commonly used although being considered ineffective
and although another reusable and proven solution exists [17].
In 2010, Harry Brignull coined the term dark pattern [3] to
describe “a user interface that has been carefully crafted to
trick users into doing things [...] with a solid understanding
of human psychology, and they do not have the user’s interests in mind” [5]. He contrasts dark patterns to “honest” user
interfaces in terms of trading-off business revenue and user
benefit [4]: while the latter put users first at all costs, the former deliberately deceive users to increase profit within the
limits of law. Brignull [3] identified twelve different types
of dark patterns and collects examples in his "hall of shame".
Gray et al. [13] further clustered these dark patterns into five
categories: Nagging, Obstruction, Sneaking, Interface Interference and Forced Action.
DARK PATTERNS OF EXPLAINABILITY, TRANSPARENCY
AND CONTROL

What makes a pattern dark in the context of explainability,
transparency and control? We see two general ways: the
phrasing (of an explanation), and the way it is integrated and
depicted in the interface (of explanation facilities). We build
on the five categories of dark UX design patterns by Gray et
al. [13] to present a set of possible dark patterns in our context,
along with concrete examples (Table 1).
Nagging

Nagging is defined as a “redirection of expected functionality that may persist over one or more interactions” [13].
Transferred to the context of this paper, Nagging interweaves
explanation and control with other, possibly hidden, functionality and thus forces users to do things they did not intend to
do or interrupts them during their “actual” interaction.
Example 1: Restricted Dialogue

One example that Gray et al. present in their paper are pop-up
dialogues that do not allow permanent dismissal. This could
be easily transferred to our context: for example, an intelligent
routing system could take control away from users with the
tempting offer “Would you like to let the system choose the
best route for you?”, where users can only select “Not now”
or “OK”, but have no “No” option (see Figure 1).
Example 2: Hidden Interaction

Nagging might include linking on-demand explanations with
hidden advertisements: A click on “Why was this recommended to me?” on an ad could indeed open the explanation,
but also the ad link (e.g., in two browser tabs).

Dark Patterns

In general, a design pattern is defined as a proven and generalizing solution to a recurring design problem. It captures design
insights in a formal and structured way and is intended to be
reused by other practitioners [12]. Design patterns originate
from architecture [1], but have been adopted in other fields
such as software engineering [12], proxemic interaction [14],
interface design [33], game design [37], and user experience
design [13]. In contrast, an anti pattern refers to a solution

Obstruction

Gray et al. define Obstruction in UX design as “making a
process more difficult than it needs to be, with the intent of
dissuading certain action(s)”. In the context of this paper,
Obstruction makes it hard to get (useful) explanations about
the system’s decision-making and to control the algorithmic
settings. Users thus might shun from the additional effort this
takes and rather accept the system as is.

Dark Pattern
by Gray et. al. [13]

Transfer
to Explainability and Control

Example Phrasings
of Explanation

Example Interfaces
of Explanation Facilities

Nagging: “redirection of expected functionality that may persist over one or
more interactions”

Interrupt users’ desire for explanation
and control

Restricted Dialogue

Hidden Interaction

Obstruction: “making a process more
difficult than it needs to be, with the intent of dissuading certain action(s)”

Make users shun the effort to find and understand an explanation while interacting
with explanation or control facilities

Information Overload,
Nebulous Prioritization

Hidden Access,
Nested Details,
Hampered Selection

Sneaking: “attempting to hide, disguise,
or delay the divulging of information that
is relevant to the user”

Gain from user’s interaction with explanation/control facilities through hidden
functions

Explanation Marketing

Explanation Surveys

Interface Interference: “manipulation
of the user interface that privileges certain actions over others.”

Encourage explainability or control settings that are preferred by the system
provider

Unfavorable Default

Competing Elements,
Limited View

Forced Action “Requiring the user to
perform a certain action to access [...]
certain functionality”

Force users to perform an action before
providing them with useful explanations
or control options

Forced Data Exposure,
Tit for Tat

Forced Dismissal

Table 1. Examples of dark patterns in the phrasing of explanations and the interface of explanation facilities. The examples are derived from the
categorization by Gray et al. [13].

Example 1: Information Overload

Moreover, the use of very technical language to explain system
behaviour and decision-making, or very lengthy explanations
would most probably discourage users from reading the given
information at all (see Figure 3. This might be comparable
to what we currently see in end user licence agreements: the
use of very technical language and a very lengthy presentation
format results in users skipping the system prompt [2].

Would you like to let the
system choose the best
route for you?
Not Now

OK

Example 2: Nebulous Prioritization

When explaining a decision or recommendation with a large
number of influencing factors, the system might limit those
factors by some notion of “importance” to not overwhelm the
user. However, limiting factors requires a (potentially arbitrary) prioritization, which might be used to obfuscate sensitive
factors, like family or relationship statuses. The explanation
could be framed vaguely (e.g., “This recommendation is based
on factors such as...” – i.e. not claiming to present all factors).
Example 3: Hidden Access

One way to obstruct the path to information could be to avoid
“in-situ” links to explanations (e.g., offer no direct explanation
button near a system recommendation). Instead, the option
for explanation and control could be deeply hidden in the user
profile in a separate menu and thus difficult to access.
Example 4: Nested Details

Similarly, the information detail could be distributed, for example nested in many links: When users want to have more than
a superficial “This was shown in your feed, because you seem
to be interested in fashion”, they would have to take many
steps to reach the level of detail that satisfies their information
need.
Example 5: Hampered Selection

The system could also make activating explanations tedious
for users by forcing them to do this for, say, every single cate-

Figure 1. Exemplary interface for the Restricted Dialogue dark pattern.
Users are not given a “No” option.

gory of product recommendation without giving a “select all”
option. This could resemble the difficult cookie management
practices seen today on many ad-financed websites. In another example setting, the information in an intelligent routing
system could be spread along different sections of the recommended route and thus would have to be activated for each
section separately.
Sneaking

The dark pattern of Sneaking is defined as “attempting to
hide, disguise, or delay the divulging of information that is
relevant to the user” [13]. Following this dark pattern, systems could use UI elements for explainability and control, to
sneak in information motivated by different intentions than
interpretability.
Example 1: Explanation Marketing

For example, a web advertisement service could explain a
particular ad by showing previously seen ads which the user
had seemed to be interested in. Thus, the user’s interest in an
explanation is utilized to present multiple (potentially paid)
advertisements. In a similar fashion, an online shop could use

Interesting Content
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consetetur
sadipscing elitr, sed diam nonumy eirmod tempor
invidunt ut labore
et dolore magna aliquyam erat,
Explanation
sed diam voluptua.
At vero eos et accusam et
We thought you might like this product because:
justo duo dolores et ea rebum.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consetetur sadipscing

sed diam nonumy eirmod tempor invidunt ut
Stet clita kasdelitr,
gubergren,
no sea takimata
labore et dolore magna aliquyam erat, sed diam
sanctus est Lorem
ipsum dolor sit amet. Lorem
voluptua. At vero eos et accusam et justo duo
ipsum dolor sit
amet, consetetur sadipscing elitr,
dolores et ea rebum.
sed diam nonumy eirmod tempor invidunt ut
labore et dolore magna Dismiss
aliquyam
erat, sed diam
explanations
voluptua.

An Ad!

LO
RE
IP M
SU
NE M
W
!

At vero eos et accusam et justo duo dolores et ea
rebum. Stet clita kasd gubergren, no sea takimata
sanctus est Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet.

Example 1: Unfavorable Default

For example, a dark pattern in this category could preselect
a “hide explanations” option during the user onboarding in a
financial robo-advisor system. This could be motivated to the
user as “uncluttering” the dashboard or UI layout in general.
Example 2: Limited View

Explanations and control elements could also be layouted in a
way that significantly reduces the space for the actual content
or interferes with viewing it. This could encourage users to
dismiss explanations to increase usability. Even simpler, links
to an explanation might be presented in a barely visible manner.
Figure 2 shows an example.
Example 3: Competing Elements

Figure 2. Exemplary interface for the Limited View dark pattern. Users
are encouraged to dismiss explanations since they are layouted in a way
that annoyingly covers the main content of the website.

Further integration of explanations with the system’s business
model might involve, for instance, starting a count down timer
upon opening an explanation for a booking recommendation
to compete for the user’s attention. This timer could indicate a
guaranteed price or availability, thus putting pressure on the
user to abandon the explanation view in order to continue with
the booking process.
Forced Action

PAGE 1

We use a naive Bayes classifier for our recommendations.

This dark pattern is defined as “requiring the user to perform
a certain action to access (or continue to access) certain
functionality” [13]. In our context, the user could be forced
to perform an action that (also) dismisses functionality or
information related to explainability, transparency and control.

PAGE 2
PAGE 3
PAGE 4
PAGE 5

Example 1: Forced Data Exposure

PAGE 6
PAGE 7

OK

Figure 3. Exemplary interface for the Information Overload dark pattern. The given explanation is lengthy and uses technical language not
suitable for non-experts (example article copied from Wikipedia).

the opportunity of explaining product recommendations to promote further products. Also, ads might be directly integrated
into the phrasing of explanations. For instance, an intelligent
maps application might explain its routing decisions along the
lines of “This route is recommended because it passes by the
following stores you’ve visited in the past...”.
Example 2: Explanation Surveys

Another approach might present an explanation and ask users
for feedback in order to improve future explanations. This
way, a company might enrich its user data and utilize it apart
from explanation.
Interface Interference

Gray et al. [13] define this dark pattern as “manipulation of
the user interface that privileges certain actions over others.”
In our context, this dark pattern privileges UI settings and
user states that do not contribute to – or actively suppress –
explainability, transparency, and user control.

This dark pattern could be used to collect valuable user data
under the pretext of explanation. The user might be forced to
provide further personal information (e.g., social connections)
before receiving personalized explanations. Otherwise, the
user would be left off with a generic high-level explanation.
Example 2: Forced Dismissal

A user could be forced to dismiss an explanation pop-up in
order to see the results of a request displayed underneath (e.g.,
during the investment process of a robo-advisor system). This
dismissal might be interpreted as a permanent decision to no
longer display any explanations.
Example 3: Tit for Tat

Regarding transparency, an e-commerce recommender system
might force the user to first confirm an action (e.g., place an
order) before it displays the factors that influenced the recommendation. For instance, the system might proclaim that so far
not enough data is available to explain its recommendation.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we presented possible dark patterns of explanation, transparency and control of intelligent systems based
on the categorization of dark UX design patters by Gray et
al. [13]. We see the possibility that simple legal obligations
for explanation might result in dark patterns rather than user
benefits (e.g., similar to cookies settings on many ad-financed
websites). Instead, with our work we intend to promote the
on-going research on explainability as well as the discussion
on explanation standards and their effects on users.

What are the Consequences of Dark Patterns?

Can all Aspects of Dark Patterns be Avoided?

We see several possibly negative consequences of dark patterns in this context: Users might be annoyed and irritated
by explanations, developing a negative attitude towards them.
Examples include explanations presented in the Nagging patterns, which automatically open an advertisement along with
the explanation; Forced Action patterns, which hinder the user
to access desired results; or Sneaking patterns, which disguise advertisements as explanations. Similarly, users might
lose interest in explanations when Interface Interference or
Obstruction patterns are applied, which e.g., show long and
tedious to read explanations. As a consequence, users might
dismiss or disable explanations entirely.

Intelligent systems often use machine learning algorithms,
which have hundreds of input variables. If all of these variables
are explained, the explanation consists of a long list of text,
which we identified as a dark pattern above. On the other hand,
if they only show a subset of input variables for an explanation,
this might bias the user’s mental model, which is another dark
pattern. Some explanations might be easier to understand
for users than others. Hence, future studies have to evaluate
which explanations are most helpful for users to understand
the system.

On the other hand, users might not recognize explanations
when they are hidden in profile settings. When users know
that intelligent systems must provide explanations by law, the
absence of explanations might mistakenly make users believe
that the system does not use algorithmic decision-making.
Hence, users might develop an incorrect understanding of
algorithmic decision-making in general.
Furthermore, Obstruction patterns might lead to explanations
which promote socially acceptable factors for algorithmic
decision-making and withhold more critical or unethical ones.
As a result, this might hinder the formation of correct mental
models of the system’s inner workings. Hence, users might not
be able to critically reflect on the system’s correctness and potential biases. As previous work in psychology suggests, users
might accept placebo explanations without conscious attention as long as no additional effort is required from them [21].
When explanations use very technical language and are difficult to understand, users might simply skip them. This lack of
knowledge and uncertainty about the underlying factors influencing the algorithm might lead to algorithmic anxiety [16].
Which Further Dark Patterns May Appear in this Context?

In this paper, we transferred the dark pattern categories by
Gray et al. [13] to explainability and control of intelligent
systems. However, there might be further patterns in this
context. For example, we propose a pattern based on Social
Pressure that uses information about other people – who are
known or relevant to the user – in a way that is likely to be
unknown or not endorsed by those people. For example, when
Bob is shown an advertisement for diet products, explained by
“Ask Alice about this”, he might be annoyed with Alice without
her knowledge. Similarly, Alice’s boss might be recommended
a lingerie shop that also “Alice might be interested in”.
How do Dark Patterns Affect Complex Ecosystems?

In this paper, we examined dark patterns which deceive
decision-subjects who have means of directly interacting with
the intelligent system. However, the ecosystem model of an intelligent system might be more complex and involve multiple
stakeholders [35]. For example, in a financial decision-support
context the system could ascertain the creditworthiness of a
person (decision-subject), but only present an incontestable
subset of reasons to the bank employee (operator) to not impact the reputation of the company (owner).

How can Dark Patterns Inform Research and Design?

In general, reflecting on dark patterns can be useful for HCI
researchers and practitioners to learn how to do things properly by considering how not to do them. As a concrete use
case, dark patterns can serve as a baseline for empirical studies to evaluate new design approaches: For example, a new
explanation design could be compared against a placebo explanation – and not (only) against a version of the system with
no explanation at all. Finally, dark patterns raise awareness
that having any explanations is not sufficient. Instead, they
motivate the HCI community to work on specific guidelines
and standards for explanations to make sure that these actually support users in gaining awareness and understanding of
algorithmic decision-making.
CONCLUSION

The prevalence of intelligent systems poses several challenges
for HCI researchers and practitioners to support users to successfully interact with these systems. Explanations of how an
intelligent system works can offer positive benefits for user
satisfaction and control [19, 34], awareness of algorithmic
decision making [27], as well as trust in the system [25, 30,
8]. Since 2018, companies are legally obliged to offer users a
right to explanation, enshrined in the General Data Protection
Regulation [32].
However, providers of intelligent systems might be reluctant
to integrate explanations that disclose system reasoning to
the public in fear of a negative impact on their reputation or
competitive advantage. Hence, legal obligations alone might
not result in useful facilities for explanation and control for
the end user.
In this paper, we have drawn on the notion of dark UX patterns [3] to outline questionable designs for explanation and
control. These arise from explanation facilities that are not primarily designed with the users’ benefits in mind, but purposely
deceive users for the benefit of other parties.
In conclusion, we argue that while a legal right to explanation
might be an acknowledgement of the necessity to support users
in interacting with intelligent system, it is not sufficient for
users nor our research community. By pointing to potential
negative design outcomes in this paper, we hope to encourage
researchers and practitioners in HCI and IUI communities
to work towards specific guidelines and standards for “good”
facilities for explanation, transparency and user control.
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